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Abstract The spatial variation of the statistical characteristics of the extreme dry
events, such as the annual maximum dry spell length (AMDSL), is a key practice
for regional drought analysis and mitigation management. For arid and semi arid
regions, where the data set is short and insufficient, the regionalization methods
are applied to transfer at-site data to a region. The spatial variation and regional
frequency distribution of annual maximum dry spell length for Isfahan Province,
located in the semi arid region of Iran, was investigated using a daily database
compiled from 31 rain gauges and both L-moment and multivariate analysis. The
use of L-moment method showed a homogeneous region over entire province with
generalized logistic distribution (GLOG) as the regional frequency distribution.
However, the cluster analysis performed two regions in west and east of the province
where L-moment method demonstrated the homogeneity of the regions and GLOG
and Pearson Type III (PIII) distributions as regional frequency distributions for
each region, respectively. The principal component analysis was applied on at-site
statistics of AMDSL and found the L-coefficient of skewness (LCs) and maximum
AMDSL the main variables describing the spatial variation of AMDSL over the
Isfahan Province. The comparison of two homogeneous regions also proved the
difference between two regions. Therefore, this study indicates the advantage of
the use of multivariate methods with L-moment method for hydrologic regionaliza-
tion and spatial variation of drought statistical characteristics.
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1 Introduction

Drought is considered to be the most complex but least understood natural hazard
with a major impact on socio-economic and agricultural activities and significant
temporary reduction in water availability. Drought analysis may be made on the
basis of single site data (Dracup et al. 1980) and multi-site data (Guttman et al. 1992),
depending on the purpose of the study. In this paper, we are concerned with regional
drought, so our analysis will be based on spatial data measured at several sites.

The identification of local and regional drought events has been studied by
numerous investigators and several drought indices have been used for drought
analysis. Byun and Wilhite (1999) classified the study of drought into four categories,
understanding the causes of drought, understanding the frequency and severity of
drought in order to characterize the probability of occurrence of drought of various
magnitudes, understanding the impacts of droughts and finally, finding the responses
and appropriate mitigation strategies for reduction drought impacts.

The site estimation of drought probabilities at gauged basins is not a difficult
task for hydrologists. In contrary, regional drought frequency analysis, which fits
distribution and estimates frequency or return period for a specific region, has been
always a problem for hydrologists.

A number of regionalization methods have been developed. These techniques
can be classified into two different types (Durrans and Tomic 1996), the first is
devoted to the prediction in ungauged basins (PUB) in which the relationship of
certain hydrological characteristics (e.g. the low flow) with physiographic and climate
characteristics is established for gauged basins and then the relationship is applied
to predict the hydrological characteristics for ungauged basins. These techniques
include multivariate statistics such as regression, hierarchical cluster and principal
component analyses (e.g. Bates et al. 1998; Chiang et al. 2002; Modarres 2006), region
of influence (Burn 1990) and canonical correlation analysis (Cavadias et al. 2001).

The second type of regionalization technique is referred to as regional frequency
analysis or pooled frequency analysis (Reed et al. 1999). Several methods for regional
frequency analysis have been proposed, most of them try to identify homogeneous
regions using the concept of regional homogeneity, choose suitable distribution
and estimate accurate parameters for the model. Among different methods of
regional frequency analysis, the method of L-moments has been used increasingly
by hydrologists.

L-moments method has been used for the estimation of regional flood frequency
distribution (e.g. Vogel and Wilson 1996; Parida et al. 1998; Kjeldsen et al. 2002;
Lim and Lye 2003, and others), regional low flow frequency analysis (e.g. ARIDE
1999; Kroll and Vogel 2002; Chen et al. 2006; Modarres 2008) and rainfall frequency
analysis (e.g. Wallis et al. 2007) because it is a robust and unbiased method for
estimation regional parameters. However, this method has not been widely used for
dry spell frequency analysis. Dry spells, or the consecutive days without rainfall or
days with rainfall below a defined threshold, are considered as an extreme dry event
with major impacts on agriculture due to its impact on soil moisture deficit after
several days. In previous studies on dry spell frequency analysis, Lana and Burgueno
(1998a) applied Gumbel distribution, the transition probability from wet to dry
spells was investigated by Martin-Vide and Gomez (1999) using markov chains and
repeated long dry spells by the Poisson distribution which was investigated by Lana
and Burgueno (1998b). More recently, Vicente-Serrano and Begueria-Portugues
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(2003) applied Gumbel and Pareto distribution to estimate the annual maximum dry
spell length in different return periods in order to estimate the risk of longest dry spell
period in Spain. Lana et al. (2006) fitted Generalized Extreme Value distribution to
AMDSL of Norteast Spain and generalized Pareto distribution to dry spell length
of different daily rainfall thresholds of 0.1, 1.0, and 5.0 mm/day. In both cases, the
estimation of the parameters was obtained by L-moments.

While the L-moment method is increasingly being used for regional frequency
analysis, on one hand, this method has not been a popular tool among Iranian
researchers. On the other hand, although Iran is located in the arid and semi arid
belt of the world and drought is a common feature in the country but no study on dry
spells has been reported in the country.

The present work will contribute to fill such a knowledge gap in Iran applying
both L-moments and multivariate methods to find homogenous regions of annual
maximum dry spell length (AMDSL) of Isfahan Province in the center of Iran. The
contents of the paper are structured as follows. Section 2 deals with the geographical
locations and a brief description of the dataset. The pooled frequency distribution
analysis of dry spells is discussed in Sections 3 and 4 using L-moments. The use
of multivariate methods for dry spell regionalization is described in Section 5. In
Section 6, three non-parametric methods are applied for statistical comparisons of
the homogeneous groups derived from L-moments and multivariate methods. A
brief conclusion is presented in the last section.

2 Data Set

Isfahan Province is located in the center of Iran (Fig. 1). The eastern regions of
the province are located in the western margins of arid and semi arid regions of
Iran. The western regions of the province lay in the eastern hill slopes of Zagrous

Fig. 1 Location map of the stations in Isfahan Province
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Mountains. There are 31 rain gauges in Isfahan province with length of daily rainfall
records, at least 14 years, which are used in this study to investigate the regional
frequency distribution of dry spell in Isfahan Province. The data set of this study
includes annual maximum dry spell length (AMDSL). The annual maximum dry
spell length increases from 206 in the western region to 322 days in the eastern
region of the province. In the regional scale, no significant trend has been found
in this region (Modarres and da Silva 2007; Modarres and Sarhadi 2009). Therefore,
the assumptions of randomness of dry spell could not be rejected and the frequency
distribution functions could be fitted to dry spell data.

3 Pooled Frequency Analysis

3.1 Definition of L-moments

L-moments, as defined by Hosking and Wallis (1997) are linear combinations of
probability weighted moments (PWM) and are defined as

βr = E
{

X
[
F (X)

]r
}

(1)

where βr is the rth order PWM and F(x) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf)
of the random variable X. Unbiased estimator (bi) of the PWM are given by Hosking
and Wallis (1997) as:

br = n−1
n∑

j=r+1

(
j − 1

) (
j − 1

)
. . .

(
j − r

)

(n − 1) (n − 2) . . . (n − r)
xj:n (2)

where n is the sample size and xj:n represents an ordered sample x1:n ≤ x2:n ≤ xn:n
from distribution of X. The sample L-moments (lr) are linear combinations of sample
PWM calculated as:

l1 = b0 (3)

l1 = 2b1 − b0 (4)

l1 = 6b2 − 6b1 + b0 (5)

The sample L-moment ratios, tr, are based on the sample L moments and defined as

t2 = l2
l1

t3 = l3
l2

(6)

where t2 is the sample L-coefficient of variation(L-Cv) and t3 the sample L-coefficient
of skewness (L-Cs) (Hosking and Wallis 1997).

3.2 Moment Ratio Diagram

Moment Ratio Diagrams (MRDs) are useful tools for visual inspection of hetero-
geneity of a region (Stedinger et al. 1993) and are always preferred to produce
moment ratio diagrams for goodness-of-fit tests (Vogel and Fennessey 1993; ARIDE
1999). Table 1 shows the L-moments of AMDSL in the selected stations. Figures 2
and 3 show MRDs for all stations in the province. It is clear that data points are not
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Table 1 L-moments ratio and discordancy statistics for AMDSL series of Isfahan Province

Station Sample size Mean AMDSL L-Cv L-Cs L-Ck Discordancy
(year) (day) measurement

Aminabad 23 179 0.12 0.02 0.34 2.31
Anarak 18 161 0.19 0.02 0.09 0.48
Aran 18 146 0.14 −0.17 0.18 0.67
Aznaveleh 35 123 0.18 −0.03 0.09 0.38
Chahmalek 34 176 0.15 −0.09 0.17 0.24
Choopanan 34 183 0.14 0.11 0.24 1.98
Dolatabad 25 150 0.21 −0.17 0.11 1.21
Skandari 20 152 0.17 −0.04 0.15 0.02
Sfandaran 22 186 0.12 0.03 0.21 1.54
Farokhi 17 183 0.16 −0.03 0.1 0.34
Falavarjan 32 138 0.18 −0.08 0.12 0.12
Garmeh 32 181 0.15 −0.07 0.24 0.49
Hajiabad 24 169 0.17 −0.11 0.16 0.15
Hana 14 184 0.12 −0.11 0.25 1.13
Jandagh 36 166 0.19 −0.06 0.23 1.07
Kalbali 23 159 0.24 0.11 0.28 3.46a

Klishad 34 166 0.14 −0.17 0.22 1.3
Khomenishahr 33 156 0.16 −0.06 0.08 0.81
Kordolia 33 128 0.16 −0.07 0.06 1.12
Kohpayeh 36 188 0.18 −0.04 0.19 0.07
Mahabad 33 175 0.18 0 0.13 0.18
Mahyar 33 157 0.16 −0.16 0.17 0.64
Karvand 31 124 0.23 0.06 0.13 1.39
Mobarakeh 30 169 0.18 −0.12 0.17 0.35
Oregan 25 112 0.22 −0.13 0.13 1.44
Pjarghooyeh 35 157 0.22 −0.01 0.06 0.98
Rozveh 25 146 0.19 −0.11 0.11 0.36
Poshtbadam 25 159 0.17 0.12 0.16 1.56
Savaran 25 133 0.21 −0.08 0.01 1.14
Tad 35 158 0.14 −0.18 0.11 1.49
Yazdabad 35 131 0.22 0.04 0.05 1.38
aDiscordant Station

widely scattered around the mean value in the LCv-LCs diagram (Fig. 2). The distrib-
ution of LCs and L-Ck is also presented in Fig. 3. Trying to give a general conclusion
on the utility of L-moment ratio diagrams to find a parent distribution, Peel et al.
(2001) showed that for homogeneous regions, the sample mean is generally a useful
variable for distribution selection. In Fig. 3, the sample average is approximately
on GLOG distribution and suggests it in the regional frequency analysis (RFA).
However, we use goodness-of-fit test for selecting the best regional distribution.

4 Statistical Measures Used in Pooled Frequency Analysis

4.1 Discordancy Measure

The discordancy measure, Di, in terms of the sample L-moment ratios (L-CV,
L-skewness, L-kurtosis) of the at-site data is widely recommended in the screening
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Fig. 2 L-Cv–L-Cs moment
ratio diagram for 31 AMDSL
series in Isfahan Province

process of a typical site from the pooling group. Di is defined as follows (Hosking
and Wallis 1997):

Di = 1

3
(ui − ū)T S−1 (ui − ū) (7)

where ui is the vector of L-moments, LCv, LCs and LCk, for a site i;

S = (Ns − 1)−1
Ns∑
i=1

(ui − ū) (ui − ū)T (8)

ū = N−1
s

Ns∑
i=1

ui (9)

where NS is the number of sites in the group. In general, a site is declared discordant
if Di > 3.

Fig. 3 L-Cs–L-Ck moment
ratio diagram for 31 AMDSL
series in Isfahan Province
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The study area was checked for discordant stations by the use of Di statistics. The
discordancy measures together with the sample L-moments ratios for 31 stations in
Isfahan province are given in Table 1. The critical value, 3, is exceeded at only one
station, Kalbali, with discordancy measure of 3.46. Thus, this station is excluded from
the regional frequency analysis.

4.2 Heterogeneity Measure

The heterogeneity measure estimates the degree of heterogeneity in a group of
sites and is used to assess whether the group might reasonably be treated as a
homogeneous region. This measure compares the variability of L-moment ratios for
the sites in a group with the expected variability which is obtained from simulation
for a collection of sites with the same record lengths as those in the group. The
homogeneity is assessed at three different levels by focusing on three different
measures of dispersion for different orders of the sample L-moment ratios (Hosking
and Wallis 1997). The statistics used for homogeneity test are three heterogeneity
measures (H) namely H1, H2 and H3 with respect to L-Cv scatter, LCv-LCs and
LCv-LCk, respectively. A region is homogenous if any of Hi is less than 1, possibly
heterogeneous if Hi is between 1 and 2, and definitely heterogeneous if Hi is greater
than 2 (Hosking and Wallis 1997).

Hosking and Wallis (1997) observed that the statistics H2 and H3 lack the power
to discriminate between homogeneous and heterogeneous regions and that H1

based on LCv has much better discriminating power. Therefore, the H1 statistic is
recommended as a principal indicator of heterogeneity.

For our study region, the homogeneity measures, H1, H2 and H3 are 0.41, 0.83 and
−0.46, respectively, indicating that the study region, Isfahan Province, demonstrates
acceptable homogeneity.

4.3 Goodness-of-Fit Measure

The goodness of fit measure is used to identify the regional distribution for the group.
The quality of fit is judged by the difference between the regional average t̄4 and the
value of τDist

4 for the fitted distribution. The statistic ZDist for a chosen distribution is
as follows (Hosking and Wallis 1997):

ZDist = t̄4 − τDist
4

σ4
(10)

where t̄4 is the average L-kurtosis value computed from the data of a given region;
τDist

4 is the average L-kurtosis value computed from simulation for a fitted distribu-
tion; and σ4 is the standard deviation of L-kurtosis values (from simulation).

A given distribution is declared a good fit if |ZDist| ≤ 1.64. If more than one
distribution meets the above criterion, the preferred distribution is the one that has
the minimum |ZDist| value.

In this study, the candidate distributions are Generalized Extreme Values (GEV),
Generalized Logistic (GLOG), three-parameter Log Normal (LOGN), Pearson
Type III (PIII) and the Generalized Pareto (GP). The |ZDist| values for the above
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distributions are −4.98, −0.47, −3.65, −3.70 and −12.95, respectively. It can be seen
that none of the candidates are acceptable except the GLOG distribution function.

5 Multivariate Statistical Analysis

Although the results of L-moment method showed that the entire province is a
homogeneous region, it would be reasonable to check if there are smaller homo-
geneous regions in the province because it would be helpful for watershed managers
and agricultural planners to define local characteristics of AMDSL. Thus, we apply
multivariate techniques to find smaller groups in the region.

Multivariate techniques have occasionally been used to form groups of similar
sites. This kind of group formation is usually based on two types of variables called
at-site statistics and site characteristics (Hosking and Wallis 1997). In hydrological
applications the site characteristics would typically include geographical location of
the site or other physical properties such as watershed area and slope, associated
with the site (e.g. Bates et al. 1998; Chiang et al. 2002). For AMDSL time series, the
latitude and longitude of the stations are considered as the site characteristics. The
correlation coefficient between stations’ coordinates and AMDSL showed a positive
significant relationship between AMDSL and station’s longitude but insignificant
relationship with station’s latitude. Thus, for multivariate-based grouping, at-site
characteristics are applied. Among different multivariate methods, two methods are
more common, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Cluster Analysis (CA). In
multivariate analysis, one should make a matrix of the variables observed at each site.
In this study, the (n × p) matrix contains of n at-site statistics and p = 31 stations.
The correlation matrix of at-site statistics is given in Table 2.

From this table it can be seen that there is a strong relationship between the mean
AMDSL and the station’s latitude. In other words, the mean AMDSL increases
eastward to the arid and semi arid region of Isfahan province. This implies that
the mean AMDSL depends on the weather type of the region while the maximum

Table 2 Correlation matrix of selected at-site statistics of AMDSL

Longitude Latitude Mean Maximum STDEV Cv Cs Ck L-Cv L-Cs L-Ck

Longitude 1
Latitude 0.28 1
Mean 0.60b −0.03 1
Maximum 0.26 0.11 0.52b 1
STDEV 0.12 0.07 0.16 0.79b 1
Cv −0.21 0.04 −0.34 0.05 0.38b 1
Cs 0.01 0.16 −0.01 0.69b 0.52b −0.08 1
Ck −0.08 0.01 0.30 0.78b 0.51b 0.12 0.55b 1
LCv −0.26 0.04 −0.58b 0.19 0.67b 0.59b 0.37a 0.06 1
LCs 0.25 0.22 0.12 0.58b 0.36a −0.06 0.88b 0.34 0.22 1
LCk 0.20 −0.05 0.60b 0.51b 0.09 −0.04 0.14 0.72b −0.45a 0.15 1
aSignificant at 5% level
bSignificant at 1% level
STDEV standard deviation, Cv Coefficient of variation, Cs Coefficient of skewness, Ck Coefficient
of kurtosis
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AMDSL does not depend on geographical position of the station. It is also important
to note that the at-site statistics do not depend on the geographical position of the
stations either which indicates that the climate type is not a significant factor on
spatial variation of the higher order statistics of AMDSL. However, the maximum
observed AMDSL is strongly related to the higher order statistics (Cs, Ck, LCs and
LCk). The importance of these significant correlation coefficients will be discussed in
the next sections.

5.1 Principal Component Analysis

This method of analysis transforms an original set of variables to a new set of
uncorrelated variables called “principal component” (Kaufman and Rousseuw 1990).
The first component is a linear combination of the original variables that captures as
much of the variation in the original data as possible. The second component captures
the maximum variability that is uncorrelated with the first component, and so on.

For observed at-site statistics of 31 AMDSL series, the first three components
give reasonable summary of the transformed at-site statistics as they account for
90.7% of its variance. Table 3 lists the variable loading for the first four components
derived after VARMAX rotation. For the first principal component, there is a strong
positive loading on L-Cs, Cs and relatively strong loading on maximum AMDSL.
This component appears to measure the importance of coefficient of skewness for
grouping AMDSL in the region. The maximum AMDSL has also a relatively high
positive loading. Hence, the magnitude of AMDSL differs from station to station
and one can divide the stations based on AMDSL magnitude itself. This component
accounts for 38.88% of the variance.

The second component has a strong positive loading on Ck and L-Ck. This com-
ponent which accounts for 27.36% of variance appears to show the role of kurtosis
coefficient in grouping the AMDSL time series and their distribution functions in
Isfahan province. This component has a relatively strong loading on maximum and
mean AMDSL too.

The third component accounts for 13.36% of the variance between AMDSL time
series and could be interpreted as the contrast between Cv, L-Cv, standard deviation
and Ck (second component). The forth component describes 11.09% of the variance
between stations which are due to geographical position of the stations.

Table 3 Principal component
loading

Variables Component

1 2 3 4

Longitude 0.098 −0.045 −0.070 0.932
Latitude −0.19 0.20 0.08 0.63
Mean −0.010 0.535 −0.233 0.755
Maximum 0.599 0.609 0.336 0.324
STDEV 0.432 0.247 0.778 0.232
Cv −0.221 0.054 0.827 −0.206
Cs 0.965 0.181 0.112 −0.083
Ck 0.371 0.867 0.200 −0.108
LCv 0.332 −0.312 0.828 −0.272
LCs 0.912 0.065 0.008 0.142
LCk −0.001 0.916 −0.158 0.177
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Fig. 4 Location map of two western (triangles) and eastern (circles) sub regions

5.2 Cluster Analysis

The aim of cluster analysis is to assign objects to a set of exclusive groups/clusters
with maximum similarity of the group members and dissimilarity of the groups.

For cluster analysis, Ward’s minimum variance method (Kaufman and Rousseuw
1990) and the dissimilarity squared Euclidean distance measure were used in this
study. Our choice incorporates the agglomeration methods and distance metrics that
Nathan and McMahon (1990) found to be most successful for the regionalization
in southern Australia, Ramos (2001) suggested them for regionalization of Mediter-
ranean rainfall and Modarres (2006) used them for grouping Iranian precipitation
climates.

To select the suitable number of clusters, the R2 criterion was applied. In each step
of clustering, R2 explains the variance between derived clusters. In the present study,
two clusters explain 88.07% of the variance between two groups. The geographical
distribution of these two groups is shown in Fig. 4. The stations of the first group are
located in the western region of Isfahan province while the stations of the second
group are located in eastern and southeastern regions of the province.

Then we apply L-moments method in each group to check the homogeneity and
select the regional frequency distribution for each region separately.

The homogeneity measures and the |ZDist| values for different distributions are
given in Tables 4 and 5. According to the homogeneity measure, H1, which is
more important for homogeneity test (Hosking and Wallis 1997), two sub regions

Table 4 The homogeneity
measures for two sub regions

Sub region H1 H2 H3

West 0.2 −1.43 −1.56
East 0.14 −1.24 −1.41
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Table 5 Goodness-of-fit-test, |ZDist|, for two sub regions

Sub region GLOG GEV LN3 P3

West 0.39a −3.11 −2.02 −2.08
East 2.69 −0.7a 0.33a 0.29a

aThe distribution may be accepted as a regional distribution

demonstrate acceptable homogeneity. From Table 5, it can be seen that none of the
candidates are acceptable for the western region except GLOG while, for the eastern
region, all the candidates are acceptable except GLOG. However, the Pearson Type
III (PIII) distribution has the smallest |ZDist| value and is selected as the regional
frequency distribution for the eastern region.

6 Statistical Comparison of the Groups

Although the entire region of Isfahan province was shown to be homogeneous using
L-moments method but in the previous section, we showed that there exist two
groups of AMDSL in Isfahan Province. In this section, we check whether or not these
two groups are actually different from each other. For this purpose, we apply three
non-parametric tests in the following sections. These methods check if the means,
variances and the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the two groups are
equal or not. These methods are also used to evaluate different hydrologic models
(Modarres 2009).

Parametric and Non-Parametric Test for the Difference of Two Population Means
Parametric T test is applied to compare the mean of two populations. However, for
robustness, a non-parametric test is also applied. One of the best non-parametric
methods for constructing a hypothesis test p-value for μ1–μ2 (difference of two
population means) is the Wilcoxon rank sum method (Conover 1980). This method
is used in the present work to test the difference of the means of two dry spell groups
in west and east of Isfahan province. At any significance level greater than the p-
value, one rejects the null hypothesis, and at any significance level less than the p-
value, one accepts the null hypothesis. For example, if p-value is 0.04, one rejects
the null hypothesis at a significance level of 0.05, and accepts the null hypothesis at a
significance level of 0.01. The null hypothesis of Wilcoxon test can be defined at:

H0 : μ1 − μ2 = 0 (11)

Ha : μ1 − μ2 �= 0 (12)

Non-Parametric Test for the Equality of Two Population Variances The equality of
two population variances can be tested using Levene’s test. The hypothesis for the
Levene’s test can be defined as (Levene 1960):

H0 : σ1 = σ2 = . . . =σk (13)

Ha : σ1 �= σj �= . . . �=σk for at least one pair (i, j) (14)
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In performing Levene’s test, a variable X with sample size N is divided into k sub
groups, where Ni is the sample size of the ith sub group, and the Levene test statistic
is defined as:

W =
(N − k)

k∑
i=1

Ni
(
Z̄i − Z̄

)2

(k − 1)
k∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=1

(
Zij − Z̄i

)2

where Zij is defined as:

Zij = ∣∣Xij − X̄i
∣∣ (15)

where X̄i is the median of the ith sub group, Z̄i are the group means of the Zij and
Zi is the overall mean of the Zij. The Levene’s test rejects the hypothesis that the
variances are equal if

W > F(α,k−1,N−k)

where W > F(α,k−1,N−k) is the upper critical value of the F distribution with k − 1 and
N − k degrees of freedom at a significant level of α.

Non-Parametric Test for Equality of CDFs of Two Populations Kolmogorov–
Smirnov non-parametric test (Yevjevich 1972) is used to compare cumulative distri-
bution function (cdf) of two groups of dry spell regions. Suppose, F1(x) and F2(x) are
two cdfs of two samples data of a variable x. The null hypothesis and the alternative
hypothesis concerning their cdfs are:

H0 : F1 (x) = F2 (x) for all x
Ha : F1 (x) �= F2 (x) for at least one value of x

and the test statistics, Z is defined as:

Z = supx |F1 (x) − F2 (x)| (16)

which is the maximum vertical distance between the distributions F1(x) and F2(x). If
the test statistic is greater than the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected.

In the present study, the above methods are applied to compare mean, maximum,
standard deviation, statistical moments and L-moments of AMDSL of two west and
east regions derived from L-moment method in the previous section. The results
are given in Table 6. In this Table, the bold values show that the null hypothesis is
rejected.

It is clear that the maximum and mean AMDSL are significantly different in two
regions as the p-value of Wilcoxon and T test’s statistics reject the null hypothesis
of equality of the mean, μ, at 1% significant level. In other words, the multivariate
cluster analysis is an appropriate tool for grouping the AMDSL time series according
to their magnitude. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test also indicates that the
probability distribution of the mean and AMDSL time series are significantly dif-
ferent in two regions. The Levene’s test indicates that the variance of mean and
maximum AMDSL of western region can be considered equal with those of the
eastern region. However, the Wilcoxon rank sum test shows a possible, but not
significant at 95% level, difference between the standard deviation of the AMDSL
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Table 6 Results of parametric and non-parametric tests for equality of AMDSL in west and east
regions

Variable Wilcoxon test K–S test T test Levene’s test

W p-value Z p-value Z p-value W p-value

Maximum −2.810 0.005 0.580 0.005 −3.550 0.009 0.897 0.351
Mean −3.410 0.006 0.620 0.003 −3.780 0.007 0.648 0.428
lcv 0.820 0.410 0.160 0.960 1.006 0.320 0.141 0.710
lcs −2.080 0.037 0.470 0.041 −2.110 0.042 2.310 0.140
lck −1.610 0.110 0.430 0.080 −1.270 0.210 0.168 0.680
stdev −1.410 0.077 0.440 0.070 −1.088 0.280 0.670 0.420
cv 1.150 0.250 0.320 0.290 0.670 0.500 0.008 0.930
cs −0.770 0.440 0.250 0.600 −0.410 0.680 0.004 0.940
ck −0.750 0.450 0.230 0.730 0.100 0.910 0.460 0.500

time series of western and eastern region. It should also be noted that no significant
difference is observed for other statistics of AMDSL time series. However, the
Wilcoxon rank sum test and T test reject the null hypothesis of the equality of the
mean of L-Cs of the regions. The cdfs of L-Cs of the two regions are also different
because the K–S test rejects the null hypothesis at 95% level. The results of K–S
test on L-Ck shows a minor difference at 90% significant level (0.05 < p-value <

0.1). This is the main reason that the regional frequency distribution is different in
two regions according to the goodness-of-fit-test of L-moment method (Table 4).
As mentioned by Hosking and Wallis (1997), the goodness-of-fit-test is judged by
how well the L-skewness and L-kurtosis of the fitted distribution match the regional
average L-skewness and L-kurtosis of the observed data. The above results confirm
the results of PCA which illustrates higher loadings of L-Cs and L-Ck in the firs and
second component (Table 3).

It is also important to note that the L-Cv does not show any significant difference
because at-site sample L-Cv values are used as the basis for forming homogenous
region. In other words, the equality of L-Cv values of the two regions show a similar
degree of homogeneity of western and eastern regions and does not affect the type
of regional frequency distribution fitted to each group.

The box plots of L-moments and ordinary moments of AMDSL of western and
eastern regions are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. These figures verify the results

Fig. 5 Box plots of
L-moments (Lcv, Lcs and
Lck) of AMDSL in western
(W) and eastern (E) region of
Isfahan province
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Fig. 6 Box plots of maximum
(max), mean and standard
deviation (stdev) of AMDSL
in western (W) and eastern
(E) region of Isfahan province

of Table 6 where the difference between L-Cs of the two regions is statistically
significant. They also show a very small different of L-Ck and major significant of
the maximum and mean AMDSL of the two regions in eastern semi arid region and
western sub humid region.

7 Conclusions

Our exploratory study of regional annual maximum dry spell length time series was
applied for regional frequency analysis of extreme dry events in Isfahan Province
where GLOG distribution is found to be the best regional frequency distribution.
Despite the homogeneity of the entire province deduced from the application of L-
moment method, the application of cluster analysis indicated the presence of two
homogeneous regions that were shown to be homogeneous based on homogeneity
measure and H statistic. The use of L-moment, PCA and CA indicated the following
main results:

1. The assignment of AMDSL series to regions on the basis of geographical location
showed that the arid and semi arid regions are typically different from the
more humid regions of Isfahan Province and the eastern semi arid region has
a relatively higher AMDSL than the western region. The results of clustering
technique and nonparametric test verify this spatial variation of AMDSL.

2. The delineation of AMDSL regions on the basis of sample L-Cv would reflect
only the pattern of noise in the data and have no physical significance. The cor-
relation coefficient between L-Cv and the latitude and longitude of the stations as
the only physical properties of the stations (Table 2) and the nonparametric tests
reveal that the L-Cv is statistically equal in two homogenous regions in west and
east of the province. Therefore, the coefficient of variation (Cv) and L-coefficient
of variations (L-Cv) stand in the third principal component.

3. For Isfahan Province and on the basis on PCA, the L-coefficient of skewness
(L-Cs) and the maximum AMDSL are the most important factors describing
the dissimilarity between the stations and the AMDSL groups. The use of
nonparametric tests also confirmed the significant difference between the two
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groups according to LCs and maximum AMDSL of the groups. The L-Cs values
of the western region are relatively higher than the eastern semi arid region.

4. For Isfahan Province, the L-Ck was also found to describe a main proportion of
the variation of the AMDSL according to PCA. Together with LCs, L-Ck is the
main variable used for goodness-of-fit-test of a regional frequency distribution.

In general, this study showed that it may be useful to apply multivariate techniques
together with L-moment in hydrologic regionalization when at-site statistics are
available with at-site characteristics. In other words multivariate methods could
be used to make a preliminary determination of group membership for regional
frequency analysis using L-moments. It should also be noted that the generality of the
findings of this study for the annual maximum dry spell length needs to be tested in
other geographical regions with different climates and different dry spells thresholds.
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